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EDITORlAL
THE GULF WAR has been hailed as the first crisis of
the post-Cold War era, even, according to US Secretary of
State Baker, the "defining moment" of the post-Cold War
order. The war was also a crisis for the Helsinki Citizens
Assembly.
.
The HCA was created out of the fantasies of these
who opposed the Cold War in both East and West. lt was
founded by people who imagined a peaceful, democratie
and united Europe once the Cold War was over and who
believed that the methods of the 1980'5, the "non-polltlcal"
activities of self-organised groups of cltlzens working tegether, the construction of an all-European society, were, if
not sufficient, at least necessary to achieve th is goal. The
founding assembly meeting in Prague in October 1990, was
at once a celebration of and a farewell to the Eastern human
rights movements, and the Western peace movements. But
it was also the beginning of something new.
The Gulf War has caused us to re-examine th is something new. The war was immensely contradictory. On the
one hand, the international reaction to Iraq's invasion of
Kuwait was the first time that the world community had
actua!lyacted in solidarity to condemn an act of aggression
- it was a real demonstration of the possibility of post-Cold
War co-operation. On the other hand, the scale of violence,
the use of (non-nuclear) weapons of mass destruction, the
new enthusiasm tor military means of solving conflicts shattered hopes.for a new era of peace and democracy.
Thewar succeeded in its aims of liberatinq Kuwait and
punishing Saddam Husseln. And yet it left an environmental
disaster in Kuwait and the Gulf (comparable in scale to
Chernobyl), it has decimated the population of Iraq and
Kuwait (the victims of Saddam Hussein) either as a result of
f1ighttrom the war zone or through 'death, It has had severe
economie consequences tor Eastern Europe and the Third
World because of the rlse in oil prices end interest rates, the
loss of remittances, and the foregone peace dividend.
The war involved uhprecedented co-operation between the superpowers and between the members of the
coalition, which included Arabs end European States. And
yet it has provoked deep new divisions between Arabs and
Europeans, between Muslims and Christians, Jews and Palestinians, between rich and poor, North and South and even
West and East.
.
The HCA itselfwas divided. The HCA is organised into
national committees. Some national committees, eg in Italy
and Germany, opposed the war. Others, e.g. the Czech
Republic, supported the war, drawing aprallel with Munich
in 1938. Vet others, e.g. France, Britain, Hungáry or the
Soviet Union, were divided in their opinions about the war.
The problern wasthar the war was a no-win situation. There
was no right side to be on. Ta be agalnst the war (as I was)
meant coming to terms with the uncomfortable fact that
without the war, sanctions may not have worked and the
Kuwaitis might have continued to suffer occupation, torture
and execution .. On the other hand, to be tor the war, maant
condoning the terrible slaughter of thousands of Iraqls, the
disintegration of lraq and Kuwait, theleqltlmlsatlon of military methods, the economie costs, and above all, the new

political divisions. All of us took sides but most of us feit
uncomfortable with our positions.
In the post-Gult War era, the HCA has to debate and
discuss the new divisions both in the world in general and
among ourselves. We haveto analyse howthe GulfWarhas
defined President Bush's New World Order and what th is
means for our own goals in Europe.
The HCA emerged out of the old Cold War order - a
permanent confrontation with far-reaching consequences
for society in both East and West. During the 1980'5, those
engaged in the dialogue between citizens movements across
the East-West divide develaped a common analysis. The
Cold War was viewed as a kind of collusion between power
structures rather than a conflict, a way of preserving power
structures by emphasizing the threat of "the other". AIthough the situation in East and West was not symmetrical,
opposition movements in both East and West shared a
common interest in opposing the idea of confrontation - the
imaginary war which was played day after day in the Central
European "theatre".
The Cold War came to an end because of the coltapse
of Soviet rule in Eastern Europe. What we underestimated
was the effect of this collapse on Western society. We
should have realised, on the basis of our own analysis, how
profoundly the end of the Cold War would shake the "national security" community - the military-industrial complex
especially in the United States, the assumptions and rhetoric
of established politicians, the strategie analysis developed in
think-tanks and universities, the defence-dependent regions,
and sa on.
Long before the Gult War, there was talk of a new
threat trom the South, resulting from the proliferation of
missiles and weapons of mass destruction, the rise of fundamentalism and nationalism, of drug traffickers and terrorists,
of newly regional dictators like Saddam Hussein or Gadaffi.
Despite warnings from think tanks or ministries of defence,
this threat did not seem somehow as realor convincing as
the old Soviet threat. The Gulf War changed all that. Saddam
Hussein's invasion of Kuwait succeeded in substantiating
the threat from the South. Whatever the rights or wrongs of
Western behaviour, the Cold War machine sprang back into
action. The US put lnto operanon a plan designed in the
early 1980's to contain a thrust bythe Soviet Union, involving
moreweapons and troops than in Europe at the height of the
Cold War. Saddam Hussein was compared to Hitier making
him as frightening, (and as heroicto rQsny oppressed peopJe
in the Third World), as Stalin had been 'befors him. The
breathless victory of the coalition, the media celebration of
the war, seem to suggest that military methods are approprlate once again to deal with the new threat from the SoUth.
Since Saddam Husseln and dictators like him are still in
power, since the arms trade continues apace, the elements
are all in placefor a new North-South confrontation including
real wars to supplant the old East-West confrontation.
What does the new North-South confrontation mean
.for Europe? The war re-established US leadership and the
role of military force. In the months preceding the war,
Britain and the Netherlands consistently supported the US
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and Central Europe and also the United States. This was a
politicians warand a media war. There seemed no role for
independent thinkers and oplnlon-rnakers, at least no publicly visible role. Is there a new apathy now that democracy
has been achieved in Central Europe? Have all the independent thinkers been absorbed into the power structures? .
And in Western Europe and the US, has the new rule by
markets and opinion polls so atomlzed society that movements havebeen relegatedto a sub-cultural margin? Are we
entering a Brave New World Order in which wars and
elections are conducted by television?

position while other European governments, especially Germany and France, were more hesitant, opposing a more
determined diplomatie effort and asking for more time tor
sanctions. During the war, European countries, especially
Germany, were criticised for not carrying more ofthe military
and economie burden, for giving in to domestic pacifist tendencies. Now there is pressure for a European defence
entity and Germany is being asked to revise its constitution
to enable mil itary forces to engage in mil itary operations outside Europe. The issue is no longer whether Europe wil!
demilitarise butwhetherthere should be a West European or
sn Atlantic defence entity.

The HCA ideawas bom aloft by the 1989revolutions.
The revolutions seemed to prove that there was a role for
human values, that truth, integity and conscience could
triumph over the technology of violence and oppression.
The Gulf War seems to have shattered that idea, to have
truncated the post-1.989optimistic mood. Canwe keep alive
same elements of the fantasies of the 1980's? Can we do
something to ensure that humanity has a piace in the postCold War order?

What th is means is that the division of Europe is not
overcome. The hopes that the Conference on Seeurity and
Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) could become an effective
security organisation for all of Europe have been shelved.
Eastern and Central Europe wil! be excluded from a Western
defence entitywhether under a Central European or AtIantic
umbrella. The Soviet Union remains a "residual" threat and
Central Europe cannot be included because th is would
create a newfrontline and is (forthetime being) considered
too provocative. Moreover, a Western defence entity wil!
stamp a· Western character on the European Community
and make it more difficult for Central Europe to [oln,

- Mary Kaldor
Mary Ka/dor is a founding member of END and current
HCA Co-Chair

This militarydivision of Europe is paralleled by an economie and political division. All the East European countries
face worsening economie crises. While the war was taking
place, Yugoslavia was threatened with civil war, the nations
of Czechoslovakia were falling apart, the political foundations of the Soviet Union were disintegrating, the Stalininst
stronghold of Albania was finally collapsing, masses were
demonstrating in Leipzig against unemployment. Befare the
GulfWar, this was the stuff of Western headlines, calling forth
public pressure for Marshall Aid plans, governmental delegations, new cultural and politicallinks.
Now the crises of
Eastern Europe are relegated to the same status as the
endless cycle of debt, war, coups, and violence in the Third
World. Increasingly the West-East divide mirrors the NorthSouth divide.

From Cold War Division
to Europe of the Regions:
A Conversation with Jaroslav Sabata
Jaroslav Sabatais a founding member of Charter 77 a prime
mover in the independent citizens EastjWest dialogue of
the 1980'slformerCo-Chairofthe HCA and currently serves
as minister withoutportfolio in the federal govemmentofthe
Czech and Slovak Republic. He was interviewed by Fred
Abrahams of the Prague HCA Secretariat..
1

What are the current propects for European integration.
"from below" , particularly given the increasingly nationalist drift of the independent cltlzens movements in the
Soviet Union, Yugoslavia, and even Czechoslovakia?

The new task of the HCA is to overcome these divides.
Paradoxically, the HCA is strongest in those areas facing
direct struggles for democracy - the SovietUnion, especially
the Baltic States, Yugoslavia, Romania, Turkey, Scotland.
The Gulf crisis revealed the weakness of civil society in West

These movements are generally seen as obstacles to
the integration process because the states in which they develop are experiencing a process of disintegration. But it is
clear now that all of Eastern Europe has to go through the
process of national determination and the full development
of statehood. This is clearly demonstrated by the examples
of the Baltic states and Yugoslavia, where the crises are approaching a climax.
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EvenCzechoslovakia,where the situation isseemingly
sa differentfrom the USSRor Yugoslavia, now hasthe same
problems. In Slovakia, the necessary process of self-determination to the point where the nation feels it has achieved
full equality is articulated bya number of movements, not
only by Prime Minister Meciar. The problem in Slovakia
cannot be reduced to Meelaralone, but involvesthe Christan
Democratie Movement as weil as the non-Meciar section of
the Public Against Violence and the Chairperson of the
Slovak National Counoll, Frantisek Mikloska.
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We are in the middle of a crisis trom which new state
forms wil! result and no-one can forecast the future in any
detail, here or in the Soviet Union.

Please remit to
Zivnostenska Banka Praha,
account number: HCA 13483-6246
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The result ofthis process, however, should be a Europe
integrated on a higher level, including the eastern part of
Europe.

Are you optimistic
process?

about a democratic

outcome

to this

Yes, completely. But in every case the situation must
be sufficiently mature. From this point of view not all of Gorbachev's moves which are now perceived as conservative
need prove counterproductive, for it is clear that in some
republics of the USSR cMI society is still unformed, and the
development of civii society advances simultaneously with
the development of the democratic state. Thus we can see
the surviving old system as a shell in which a new democratic
system can be born.

Given the state of the integration process, what role can
civil society play today, and has that role changed?
The role of civil society has not changed in principle.
The basic aim is to involve braad .Iayers of society as active
subjects in these changes, to transform inhabitants into
citizens. National movements are movements of "lnhabltants" - they represent only components ofthe whole and are
not mature enough to represent completely autonomous
individuals. This corresponds to a certain historical lirnltation of every movement for national emancipation - which
doesn't mean that they are not historically progressive.

How can the EastjWest
dialogue _be restructured
to
facilitate elvlc initiatives?
What are the concrete problems and how can they be overcome?
The problems should be solved in a way that wil! get us
from today's Europe of national states to a future IIEurope of
Regions". One such reg ion is the "Pentagonale", which is in
fact a speeific union of national states. But contacts are also
being developed which break through the level of purely
governmental contact, e.g. regional cooperation between
the towns of Bohemia, Bavaria, and Saxony. The smal! size
of this reg ion, which includes just a few towns along the
borders, is important since it underlines the importance of
local and regional government. Similar initiatives exist on
the borders with Poland, Austria, and elsewhere.
The borders are melting, they begin to lose their psychological importance... Europe is thus being integrated
trom bel ow, which complements the bureaucratic integration from above. But the question of a Europe of regions is
a complicated structural one, and the initiatives in this partlcular field have a very different task from both d isarmament
movements or the dissident initiatives whose goals was to
destroy totalitarian regimes.
This doesn't mean that European peace or human
rights movements have no role to play, but it is necessary to
look for new forms of cooperation between the various
initiatives of both the old and new variety and to try and
integrate them - which is still the task of the HCA.
We still have the same goal of European integration
which we had betore the November revolution, but th is has
to be understood in a new way. Thls is one ofthe crucial misunderstandings between formerdissidents and peace activists. For us the integration process is the primary aim, of
course with the understanding that this process is possible
only on a democratic and civic basis, while our partners
frequently talk only about the role of civil society in the
narrower sense ... They reduce our pereeption ofthe integration process, which should be seen in its all-European context.

The HCA represents just such a sector of civil society
whiCh is attempting to facilitate the transformation
of inhabitants into citizens - how do you evaluate our work
thus far?
The HCA as such is not strictly speaking a component
of clvll society, it is one of the initiatives that can facilitate the
change from an "immature" civil society to a"rnature" one.
The image ofthe HCA itself as a part of civil societycan lead
to overestimating its possibilities. The HCA is a specific
initiative which was formed on the basis of cooperation
between western peace movements and a section of East
European "dissent".

What about the role of the CSCE?
I would like to emphasise the importance ofthe CSCE.
In the light of recent developments in eastern Europe there
is a tendency to underestimate its role. The Paris "Charter
For a New Europe" (November 1990) expresses the necessity of a free integrated Europe, while Czechoslovakia's
"post-November" policies also move in th is direction - e.g.
Dienstbier's memorandum of April 1990 and Havel's speech
in Strasbourg in May that year. Both stress the importance
of developing the Helsinki process on a higher level through
the development of a "second generation" of Helsinki. New
institutions must be established, since negotiating a "second
qeneratlon'' means institutionalizing the CSCE.

The changes we are now experlenclnj resulted in a significant part of that dissent becoming a powerholding force,
i.e. a force which is outslde of civil society as it is usually
understood. Some components of the former dissent can
come into conflict with cMI society. This is understandable
because they are drawn into bureaueratic structures with
their own inertia.
It would be mistaken, however, to identify them with
those bureaucratie structures. There is a certain tension
between the political representatives of this dissent genesis
and those bureaucratie structures. The goal of civil initiatives from below is to release th is tension productively. We
have to restructure the relations between various components of western civil society and eastern society. Both
partners have to be aware of this new sltuation and its
complicated problems.

I would also like to point to one more initiative whlch.
extends the Helsinki framework but is closely connected:lhe
common initiative of Presidents Mitterand and Havel aiming
at the practical achievement of a confederative Europe. Thls
also raises the question: to what extent is the current state of
the European security system and the CSCE an adequate
basis for building a free and integrated Europe? The French
are convinced that one more specific initiative is necessary,
while the Czechoslovak attitude is a bit more hesitant, since
it sees the integration process as a long term task.
_
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Europe is Still Far Away
THE COLD War is over, but the process of European integration has not really gat off the ground. The farces
stimulating West and East European integration in the past
have lost their meaning; new sourees must be found if
integration is to proceed further.
West European integration following World War 11 was
primarily stimulated by:

1. American efforts to impose its own model on
Europe

2. Soviet ideological and military occupation of
Eastern Europe, prompting Western countries
to join forces and establlsh NATO under American leadership.

3. the effort to 'prevent Germany's re-emergence
as a threatenlnq regional power by integrating
the western half of that countrywith the West.
The end of the Cold War, the self-liberalisation of Eastern Europe, thereuniflcatlon of Germany, and the (partial)
withdrawal of the USA and the USSR trom Central Europe
together imply that thesethree factors have lost their significance.
Western Europe is not prepared to give up those structures that were created during the Cold War: NATO and
WEU wil! continue to exist as international. bodies dealing
withdefenceand security. NATO, moreover. will notenlarge
itself: Czechoslovakia and the other East European countries who have expressed interest in NATO membership
have been rebutfed. The number ot non-aligned and neutral
countries in Europe will therefore continue to grow, and
several ex-WarsawPact countries are now regarded as a
pro-Western buffer between NATO and the Soviet Union.
The EC may transform itself into a European Economie
zone comprising most of the EFTA countries and East
Central European countries like Czechoslovakia, Poland,
and Hungary. Such a development, however, could easily
(turther) slow down the process of structural integration
among the present EC member states. The contest between
the supra-nationalists (federalists) andthe inter-governmentallsts (con-federalists) is dominated by the latter. The
debate on a common defence and securny policy clearly
shows that (international) co-operation has much more
support than (supranatlonal) integration (and genuine inte.,
gration, of course, means the delegation of sovereignty to
supra-nanonet bodies as opposed to mere inter-governmental collaberation).
Those parts of Europe in which integration was imposed from outside have already begun to extricate themselves from the old structures, Eastern Europe has dismantled the Warsaw Pact and COMECON: In the Soviet
Union, astrong movement originating in the various republics is attempting to transform theUnlon.lnto a "horizontal"
(con-)federation, but some repubHcs may leave the Union
altogether. The same holdstrue for Yugoslavia, while Czeckoslovakia's movement towards a reaI federation is increasingly challenged by the movement tor Slovak independance. In the United Kingdom, astrong movement foran
independant Scottish parliament . and a written Scottish
constitution is recelvlnq broad support. Progress towards
European integration is therefore no langer areaction to
pressures and threats from outside, but can only result now
trom the free initiatives of the European peoples and states
themselves.

There exist,
course, factors promoting such a development, but they are less powerful and contain several buiItin obstacles.

1. Economie interests. The EEC was established on
the assumption that economie growth and prosperlty are
best served by a large free market. The prospect of a Single
European Market in 1992 is also based on thls theory. Such
a market of course requires some regulation, if only to
facilitate the free flow of goods, services, and capltai. But
how much regulation is enough? And do we need (new)
supranational lnstltutions tor that purpose? Thus the old and
endless debate between "tracers" and "planners", in which
the planners favour more supranatlonallty, The reluctance
among European countries to transfer sovereignty to international authorities inevitably nurturesthe trader approach.
2. Security interests .. While European countries na
longer have enemies, they still face threats: not to their
territory, but to their strategie and economie interests. The
threats from North Africa and the Middle East are now
considered more severe than wh at is known as the residual
threat from the USSR. The Gult War provides an iIIustrative
example of how Europe can and will actwhen these interests
are feit to be at stake. Tha EC was quite powerless, but an
international coalition of independent countries, with iogistical assistanee frorn NATO and WEU, did the military job.
Future actlens wil! betaken on an intergovernmental basis
(with WEU acting as a liaison between NATO and the EC),
ensuring optimal freedorn for nationa! manoeuvring.

3. Cultural interests. The East European countrles,
one after another, are becoming membars of the Councä of
Europe. The Council is viewed as the political protector of
human and demoeratic values and principles, Indeed, the
Council is the only lnstltutlon that is enlarging itself, and is
doing an excellent job in promoting relartons between states
and parliainents, on the ene hand, and NGO's On the ether.
The Council, however, lacks independent authority and can
only act byconsent of its members. Moreover lts influence
on national governments and international bodles like the
EC, WEU, and NATO is very llrnlted,
Many people, in particular in the East, viewed the Helsinki
Process (the CSCE) as the central politica! framewerk for
European integration. This has proved to be an iIIusion. For
the West, the CSCE has always been strictly a forum tor
political dialogue with the East, centred on two main issues:
the EastjWest military balance and Eastern guarantees for
human rights. Following the end of the Cold War, the CSCE
has not been allowed to absorb any of the existing Western
institutions, but has instead been limited te complementary
activities. The November 1990 Paris summlt meeting of the
CSCE marked the end of a highly visible proeess. and the
beginning of a low-profile period tor the CSCE.
In conclusion, I want to emphasise that European integration in the runeties cannot simply rely on state support:
eMI initiatives are needed in antlclpatlon of polltlcal steps.
As in the eighties, when detente-from-below united citizens
all over Europe, and the people themselves smashed down
the walls between East and West, cltizens lnltlatlves wil!
determine how far Europe wil! go on ths road towards
integration.
The HCA is an essenrial forum where we can debate
long-term strategies and many practlcal steps.
- Mient Jan Farber

Mient Jan Farber is Secretary General of Dutch IKV (InterChurch Council) and former HCA Co-Chair.
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